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Major Updates Coming Soon

We have not been sitting still over the past few months, working hard on

making the developer tools and documentation we make available to you both

better and more encompassing.

Over the next weeks, we will be making changes to the Developer Portal so

keep an eye out for updates!

Take advantage of the latest updates!



Take advantage of the latest updates!

The API can’t stay behind on our documentation and we haven’t sat still there

either. We’ve been adding new program and options for our appliances, we are

adding the capability to change unit settings and plenty more. Keep track of

our change log to see the latest changes and make sure you are taking full

advantage of the latest features of our API! Check it out here.

More, More, More

Ever since the launch of the Home Connect Developer Program back in 2015,

https://developer.home-connect.com/changelog


Ever since the launch of the Home Connect Developer Program back in 2015,

we have been expanding the types of appliance categories supported and

adding new functionalities for you to work with. Five years later, we now have

14 different appliance categories, each with unique functionalities,

characteristics and possibilities.

The latest addition being the cook processor, Bosch Cookit, shows how far we

have come, with appliances now starting to become dependent on

connectivity, rather than connectivity being an added feature. We really look

forward to sharing with you what the next appliances will be!

With the push of a button

Imagine if your home could fulfil your wishes and follow your commands – with

just one click. With Flic – the small flexible assistant for your home – this is

now easy to do.

Your favourite coffee is ready waiting for you when you roll out of bed– is there

any better way to start the day? Place your Flic button next to your bed, for

example, and start your Home Connect coffee machine easily at the press of a

button while you make your way downstairs. Press once for a cappuccino,



button while you make your way downstairs. Press once for a cappuccino,

twice for a latte macchiato or hold the button down for a black coffee: How do

you start your day?

Home Connect on Flic is currently available on Apple iOS. So download Flic

now and set up your coffee machine to get started!

Best greetings from Munich,

Home Connect Developer Team
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Contact
Any questions?

We are glad to help you.

Contact

FAQ
Do you want to know more.

Then visit our FAQ section.

FAQ for Developers
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